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ABSTRACT 

In the production of heavy steel plates the demand for precise material parameters is twofold. On the 

one hand a priori scheduling of the production is required for the rolling mill to operate at peak 

efficiently which is crucial in high-wage countries. For unimpeded production the processing time 

and hence also the roll schedule of each plate needs to be known in advance. To design roll schedules 

knowledge of the roll force in each pass is mandatory. Therefore also the resistance to deformation, 

modelled via material parameters, needs to be known. On the other hand a plate rolling mill can 

produce a multitude of steel grades as well as a variety of plate geometries (i.e. width and thickness). 

While different geometries only require specific rolling strategies, different grades require individual 

material parameters to correctly predict the behaviour during rolling and the final properties. 

Conventionally these properties for all the steel grades stem from lab-scale material characterization. 

Here a concept is suggested where parameters for an arbitrary steel grade can be obtained in an 

inverse procedure from stored rolling data instead. A fast rolling model based on the slab method is 

used to predict roll forces for an arbitrary rolling schedule using default material properties. The 

calculated roll force for each pass is compared to the stored roll force measurement from the actual 

rolling operation. Within an optimization loop the material model parameters are altered until the 

calculated force is in close accordance with the measured one. This is done for some hundred to 

several thousand rolling schedules concurrently to obtain suitable material model parameters for the 

steel grade under consideration. The obtainable precision for a typical steel grade matches the 

laboratory trials but is not nearly as expensive. 


